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STAINLESS STEEL TUBULAR BEAMS TESTS AND DESIGN
by
Kim J.R. Rasmussen l and Gregory J. Hancock 2

Summary
The paper presents tests on square and circular stainless steel tubular beams. An
important part of the test programme was to quantify the increase in bending strength
resulting from cold-work during the fabrication process. Tension and compression tests
on coupons cut from finished tubes were also included in the test programme. Stressstrain curves for shear were obtained using the coupon test results and the concept of
affini ty factors.
A design method is proposed for stainless steel tubular beams. The method incorporates the increase in strength produced by the cold-rolling process and is validated by
comparing it to the test strengths. Design rules are proposed for the bending and shear
strengths and for combined bending and shear.
The paper describes a simple non-iterative method for calculating deflections of stainless
steel tubular beams. The method is suitable for design. It is shown to produce deflections which agree closely with the tests and a comprehensive finite element analysis.
Lecturer, School of Civil and Mining Engineering,
University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia
Professor, School of Civil and Mining Engineering,
University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia
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1

Introduction

This paper describes tests on stainless steel tubular sections fabricated by cold-forming
and welding. The purpose of the tests was to determine the bending strength of stainless
steel structural hollow sections and to develop guidelines for the design of these sections
as structural members.
A previous paper (Rasmussen & Hancock 1990) described column tests of square and circular hollow sections and proposed design formulae for the compressive strength of these
sections. The formulae in this paper were based on the Proposed Specification for the
Design of Cold-formed Stainless Steel Structural Members produced at the University
of Missouri-Rolla, (University of Missouri-Rolla, Civil Engineering Study (CES 88-1),
1988), which has since been published by ASCE (1990). However, the proposed specification used the material properties of the annealed stainless steel strip without incorporating the considerable enhancement of strength produced by cold-forming the flat
strips into hollow sections. It was demonstrated in Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) that
the strength of stainless steel tubular columns could be accurately predicted using the
material properties of the finished tube, and that using the properties of the annealed
flat strip produced very conservative column strengths compared with tests.
In the present paper, a similar study is described for beams. Hence, the proposed design
guidelines are based on the Specification for the Design of Cold-formed Stainless Steel
Structural Members (ASCE 1990) except that the material properties are obtained from
coupon tests of the finished tube. The proposed formulae are validated by testing beams
fabricated from 80x3.0 square hollow sections (SHS) and 101.6x2.85 circular hollow
sections (CHS). The design approach adopted in the present paper, which incorporates
the enhancement of strength produced by cold-forming, is similar to that adopted for
cold-formed carbon steel hollow structural sections in the American Steel Structures
Specification (AISC 1986) and the American Cold-formed Steel Structures Specification
(AISI 1986). These specifications specify the tensile and yield strengths of carbon steel
tubes be determined according to the American Specification ASTM A500 (ASTM 1984)
which allows these stresses to be obtained from the finished product rather than the
virgin plate material.
The design of beam members requires deflections at working loads to be considered. A
simple method is presented in this paper to calculate deflections of stainless steel tubular
beams. The method includes nonlinear material properties and is in close agreement
with tests.

2
2.1

Beam Tests
Test specimen data

The tests were performed on tubes of austenitic stainless steel of type 304L, having a
Nickel content between 8 and 13 %, a Chrome content between 18 and 20 %, and a
maximum Carbon content of 0.035 %. The tubes were cold-rolled from annealed flat
strips which had been rolled on coils. The tests consisted of a beam fabricated from an
80x3.0 SHS and a beam fabricated from a 101.6x2.85 CHS. The SHS and CHS beams
were labelled SIBl and CIBI respectively.
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The measured cross-section dimensions of the test beams are shown in Tables la and 1b
for the SHS and CHS respectively. The symbols used in Table 1 are defined in Fig. l.
Table 1 also includes the area (A), second moment of area (I), elastic section modulus
of the full cross-section (Sf), plastic section modulus (Sp), and torsion constant (J).
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Figure 1: Cross-section symbols.

Specimen
S1B1

Nominal
Section
80x3.0

I

t
(mm)
80.0 I 2.98
B

I

To

I 6.0

A
(mm")
895

I
(mm 4 )
8.73x 10'

Sf

Sp

(mm~)

(mm~)

21.8x 10"

25.6x10"

Sf
(mm")

Sp
(mm")

21.4x10~

28.8xlO~

J
(mm 4 )
1.39x 100

a) SHS

Specimen
C1B1

Nominal
Section
101.6x2.85

do I t
(mm)
102.1 I 2.84

A
(mm")
886

I
(mm q )
10.9x10 5

J
(mm·)
2.28x 10°

b) CHS

Table 1: Measured cross-section dimensions and section properties of SHS and CHS test beams.

2.2

Test procedure

The beams were tested in a 2000 kN capacity Dartec testing machine using a servocontrolled hydraulic ram. A schematic view of the set up is shown in Fig. 2. The test
specimens were loaded symmetrically at two points on the span through a spreader
beam which was loaded centrally by the ram of the testing machine. The loading
points were located at the distance L/4 from the supports, where L=1000 mm was
the distance between the supports. The support arrangement consisted of half-rounds
placed on lubricated teflon plates allowing rotations and longitudinal displacements.
This arrangement modelled closely the simple support condition.
The test set up produced a region of pure moment along the central half of the beam.
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In this region, the bending moment (M) was given by,
(1)
where P was the total vertical load applied by the testing machine, as shown in Fig. 2.

Loading
ram

!

P

~

Test
specimen

L=1000mm

Figure 2: Loading arrangement for beam tests.

Prior to the tests, steel plates were welded to the webs of the SHS beam at the loading
and support points. The plates allowed direct transfer of force into the web-plane, and
hence avoided the transfer of force from the flanges through the corners with consequent
eccentric loading of the web. For the CHS beam, two parallel plates were welded to
the specimen along the bottom and top halves of the circumference at the loading
and support points respectively to reduce the magnitude of stress concentrations and
localised indentions.
In the tests, the seam welds of the SHS and CHS tubes were located on the neutral axis.
This position should produce the lowest ultimate moments, since the material strengths
at the weld and the point in the cross-section opposite the weld (the two points being
located on the neutral axis) were slightly higher than at the points half-way between
these (located at the extreme fibres in the plane of bending). This variation in material
strength around the cross-section was a result of the strength of the weld and the nonuniform plastic deformation of the cross-section during cold-forming.
The instrumentation consisted of three transducers, as shown in Fig. 2. The transducers were placed at the quarter points 250 mm apart such that the central tranducer
measured vertical midspan deflections. The purpose of using three transducers was to
obtain a measure of the curvature of the beam, as described in Section 2.3. A datalogger
recorded the load (P) and transducer readings during the tests. The tests were paused
for one minute before taking readings after each increment of deflection to reduce strain
rate effects and allow stabilization of the load.
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2.3

Test results

The ultimate moments (Mu) of the SHS and CHS beams are shown in Table 2. The
ultimate moments were calculated from the measured ultimate loads using eqn. (1).

I Mo.2
(kNm)
15.4\10.8
13.0 11.3

Specimen

Mu

S1B1
C1B1

"0.2

(mm -<)
6.34x10
5.19x10- 5
-0

Table 2: Ultimate moments of test beams.

The moment-curvature graphs obtained from the tests are shown in Figs 3a and 3b for
the SHS and CHS respectively, where the moment (M) was calculated using eqn. (1)
and the curvature (,,) was calculated using,
8y
" =

(L/2)2

+

4y2

(2)

In eqn. (2), y is a function of the vertical displacements Vi, V2 and V3 at the quarter
points, as shown in Fig. 2, determined by assuming the deflection forms a sector of a
circular arc along the centre span,

(3)
In Fig. 3, the moment and curvature are nondimensionalised with respect to the moment M O•2 and the curvature "0.2 respectively, calculated using
M O•2
"0.2

Sp 0"0.2
M O.2
Eo!

(4)
(5)

where 0"0.2 and Eo are the 0.2 % Proof Stress and the initial Young's modulus respectively
obtained from tests of coupons cut from the finished tubes, as described in Section 3.
The values of 0"0.2 and Eo used to compute M O.2 and "0.2 were those obtained from tensile
tests of longitudinal coupons. M O•2 is the full plastic moment assuming a yield stress of
0"0.2, and "0.2 is the curvature this moment would produce if the beam was linear-elastic.
The computed values of M O•2 and "0.2 are shown in Table 2.
The moment-curvature graph of the SHS beam shown in Fig. 3a departs significantly
from the linear range at approximately 0.4 X M O•2 , indicating a low proportionality limit
of the material. After a pronounced nonlinear range, the curve reaches a plateau at
the ultimate moment. The drop in load at ultimate was initiated by local buckling of
the top flange near the loading points. The local buckles formed within the region of
pure moment. The amount by which Mu exceeds MO•2 is mainly a consequence of the
strain-hardening capacity of the steel.
The moment-curvature graph of the CHS beam shown in Fig. 3b indicates a longer linear
range than for the SHS beam, and a more rapid change from linear-elastic behaviour
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Figure 3: Nondimensional moment versus curvature graphs for SRS and eRS beams.
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to an extensive plateau near the ultimate load. As the curvature increased along this
plateau, the cross-section ovalised (the Bazier effect) causing a flattening of the upper
and lower parts of the beam. Eventually, local buckling occurred near the midlength at
which point the load dropped rapidly, as shown in Fig. 3b. The amount by which Mu
exceeds M O•2 is mainly a consequence of the strain-hardening capacity of the steel which
is less for the CHS than the SHS.

3
3.1

Tension and compression coupon tests
Test procedure and results

Tension and compression coupons were cut from the same lengths of tubes as the beam
specimens. In the SHS, the coupons were cut from the centre of a wall perpendicular
to the wall containing the weld. Four coupons were cut to obtain a 6Ompression and a
tension coupon for both the (longitudinal) direction parallel to the rolling direction and
the (transverse) direction perpendicular to the rolling direction .. The coupons were cut
as close as possible to each other to reduce variations in m~terial properties from one
coupon to another. The coupons are labelled LT, LC, TT and TC referring to longitudinal tension, longitudinal compresison, transverse tension and transverse compression
respectively. In the CHS, a longitudinal tension (LC) an:d compression (LC) coupon
were cut at a quarter of the circumference away from the weld.
The tension coupon dimensions conformed to the Australian Standard AS1391 (SAA
1974) for the tensile testing of metals. The coupons were instrumented and tested using
the same procedure as that described in Rasmussen &.&n.coclL(1990). The initial
stress-strain curves are shown in Figs 4 and 5 for the SHS and CHS respectively, while
the complete tensile stress-strain curves are shown in Figs 6 and 7 for the SHS and CHS
respecti vely.
.
The differences between the stress-strain curves for the longi"tudinal and transverse tension and compression tests of the SHS,as shown in Fig. 4, demonstrate the anisotropy
of cold-worked stainless steel material and the fact that the material behaves differently
in tension and compression. Similar differences were observed for cold-reduced stainless
steel (Wang et al. 1975). However, for cold-reduced stainless steel the stress-strain
curve for longitudinal compression is significantly lower than the stress-strain curve for
longitudinal tension and the stress-strain curves for transverse tension and compression
(Wang et al. 1975), whereas for the cold-formed SHS the stress-strain curve for longitudinal compression is higher than the stress-strain curves for longitudinal tension and
transverse tension, as shown in Fig. 4.
The 0.2 % Proof Stresses were obtained from the stress~strain curves as the stresses at
which the straight lines through (c:, 0-)=(0.2 %,0), having the slopes Eo, intersected the
stress-strain curves, as shown in Figs 4 and 5. The values of Eo and.O.2 % Proof Stress
are shown in Table 3, as are the ultimate tensile strengths (O"u) and their corresponding
strains (C: u ).
In preparation for proposing design guidelines and analysing deflections of stainless
steel beams, as described in Sections 4 and 5, the stress-strain curves for longitudinal
tension and compression were expressed as modified Ramberg-Osgood curves (Ramberg
& Osgood 1943, Hill 1944) in the form,
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Figure 4: Stress-strain curves for SHS coupons.
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Figure 5: Stress-strain curves for eRS coupons.
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Figure 6: Tensile stress-strain curves for SHS coupons.
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Coupon'
SHS

CHS

LT
LC
TT
TC
LT
LC

Eo

n

<70.2

(MPa)
420
440
415
505
405
405

(GPa)
195
196
187
199
202
-

<7"

3.7
3.6

(MPa)
695

-

e:"
(%)
48

-

-

640

49

-

-

-

7.3
5.5

630

58

-

-

LT - Longltudmal TensIOn

LC - Longltudmal CompressIOn,

TT - Transverse Tension

TC - Transverse Compression

Table 3: Coupon test results and Ramberg-Osgood parameters.

<7
e: = -E
+0.002 ( - <7

)n

(6)

o
<70.2
The constant n was determined by requiring that the modified Ramberg-Osgood curve
intersected the stress-strain curve at the 0.05 % Proof Stress (<70.05) obtained in a similar
way to the 0.2 % Proof Stress, as shown in Figs 4 and 5. The values of n are shown in
Table 3. Higher values of n reflect a sharper knee of the stress-strain curve.

Expressions for the tangent modulus (Et = d<7lde:) and the secant modulus (Es
were obtained directly from eqn. (6). The tangent modulus was expressed as,

= <71e:)
(7)

where

kE,(<7)

= (1+0.002n

!~2

c:.Jn-1r1

(8)

and the secant modulus was expressed as,

Es = kE, Eo

(9)

where
(10)

3.2

Stress-strain curve for shear

It was necessary to determine the stress-strain curve for shear because the design rules
for beams involved the initial shear modulus (Go) and the secant shear modulus (G s ).
The stress-strain curve for shear was obtained by adopting the procedure used by
Wang & Winter (1969). Consequently, an 'average' stress-strain curve (<7 vs e:), as
shown in Fig. 8, was first determined for the SHS as the mean of the four stress-strain
curves for longitudinal and transverse tension and compression, as shown in Fig. 4. Subsequently, the stress-strain curve for shear was calculated using the average stress-strain
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curve and the concept of affinity factors (Stang et al. 1937). Hence, the shear stress (T)
and shear strain (,) were determined from the relationships,

(11)

T

{3e

(12)

where a and {3 are the affinity factors and (e, 0') points of the average stress-strain curve
of the longitudinal and transverse tension and compression coupons. As suggested by
Wang & Winter (1969), the values of 0.577 and 1.5 were used for a and {3 respectively.
The stress-strain curve for shear (T VS , ) is shown in Fig. 8 for the SHS.
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Figure 8: Average stress-strain curve and stress-strain curve for shear for SHS.

The relationship between the tangent moduli E t and Gt is,

Gt = dT = d( aO') = ~ dO' = ~ E t
d,
d({3e)
{3 de
(3

(13)

In particular, the initial moduli are related by,

Go =

a
p
Eo

(14)

and so, the initial shear modulus (Go) could be determined using the affinity factors (a, (3) and the average (194 GPa) of the initial moduli (Eo) for longitudinal and
transverse tension and compression, as shown in Table 3. The value of Go for the SHS
is shown in Table 4.
For the purpose of preparing design formulae, the stress-strain curve for shear was
expressed as a modified Ramberg-Osgood curve in the form,

,= -Go +0.002
T

(

-T
TO.2

)n

(15)
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SHS

Go

TO.2

n

(GPa)
74.6

(MPa)
240

3.2

Table 4: Ramberg-Osgood parameters for shear.

where TO.2 was the stress at which the straight line through h', T )=(0.2 %,0), having the
slope Go, intersected the stress-strain curve for shear, as shown in Fig. 8. The value
of TO.2 is shown in Table 4. The constant n of eqn. (15) was determined by requiring that
the modified Ramberg-Osgood curve intersected the stress-strain curve for shear at the
0.05 % Proof Stress (TO.OS), obtained in a similar way to the 0.2 % Proof Stress (TO.2),
as shown in Fig. 8. The value of n is shown in Table 4.
The Ramberg-Osgood curve defined by eqn. (15) and the parameters given in Table 4
is shown in Fig. 8 using a dashed line. The curve approximates closely the stress-strain
curve for shear.
Using the Ramberg-Osgood approximation of the stress-strain curve for shear, the secant
shear modulus (G s = T/ I ) was obtained as,

Gs

= kG,

(16)

Go

where

kG,(T) = ( 1 + 0.002

G

_0

TO.2

4
4.1

(~)n-

1)-1

(17)

TO.2

Deflections of stainless steel tubular beams
General

This section outlines a simple approximate method for calculating deflections of stainless
steel tubular beams. The method is explicit even though it incorporates nonlinear
material properties.
In developing the approximate method, a comprehensive finite element analysis is first
described briefly in Section 4.2 and shown to simulate accurately the behaviour of the
SHS and CHS test beams. The purpose of using a finite element analysis was to allow
the approximate method to be compared with an accurate analysis for load cases other
than the two point load case for which test data was available.
The approximate method is outlined in Section 4.3 and is shown to produce results
which agree with the tests and the finite element analysis.

4.2

Finite element method (FEM)

The nonlinear finite element method described in detail in Clarke (1991) and applied in
Clarke & Hancock (1991) was used to simulate the behaviour of the SHS and CHS test
beams. In the analysis, the stress state was monitored at a large number of points in the
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cross-section to allow gradual spread of yielding. The material behaviour in different
parts of the cross-section was described by Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain curves. For
the SHS, different material properties were used for the flat parts and the corners. For
the CHS, the same material properties were used for the total cross-section.
The beams were divided into eight longitudinal elements and three point Gausian
quadrature was used for the longitudinal integration. By utilising symmetry, only half
of the cross-sections was analysed, and this was divided into ten straight and/or curved
strips using the measured dimensions shown in Table 1. For each strip, the stress state
was monitored at five points across the width of the strip and three points through the
thickness of the strip.
The finite element program did not allow different material properties to be specified
for tension and compression. Consequently, the lower of the stress-strain curves for
longitudinal tension and longitudinal compression was used as representative of both
tension and compression. For the CHS, this was the curve for longitudinal compression
for 0' < 0'0.2, as shown in Fig. 5, whereas for the flat parts of the SHS, this was the curve
for longitudinal tension, as shown in Fig. 4. The Ramberg-Osgood parameters used to
define these curves are shown in Table 3.
The corner areas of the SHS were defined as sectors of a quarter circle having outer radius T"o and inner radius T"o - t. This modelling underestimated slightly the actual corner
area, since it was observed during testing that the thickness at the corners exceeded the
flat width plate thickness (t). The material properties of the corners were obtained from
corner coupon tests of an 80x3.0 SHS, as described in Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) The
corner coupons tested in Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) were, in fact, cut from the same
length of tube as the SHS beam specimen and SHS tension and compression coupons
described in this paper. Hence, the stress-strain curves of the corners included in Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) were representative of the corner material of the SHS beam
specimen (SIB1) of this paper. The stress-strain curve of the corner tensile coupon in
Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) was approximated by a modified Ramberg-Osgood curve
using the following parameters for the corner material: E o=195 GPa, 0'0.2=580 MPa,
and n = 3.5. These parameters were included in the finite element analysis of the SHS.
The results of the finite element analysis are compared with the test results in Figs 9a
and 9b for the SHS and CHS respectively. In the figures, the finite element loaddeflection curves are shown using dashed lines, and the test results are shown using
circular markers. The finite element analysis overestimates slightly the deflections for
the SHS. This is attributed partly to the conservative modelling of the corner areas,
and partly to the conservative modelling of the compressive material properties of the
SHS. For the CHS, the finite element analysis is in close agreement with the test, as
shown in Fig. 9b.
It was concluded from Fig. 9, that the finite element analysis could be employed to determine accurately deflections of stainless steel tubular beams. The small error observed
for the SHS was conservative.
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Figure 9: Load-deflection curves for two point loading. Comparison with test.
4.3

Approximate method for determining deflections of stainless steel
beams

The load-deflection curves shown in Figs 9a and 9b became nonlinear at low loads as
a result of the low proportionality limit of the material. Consequently, a nonlinear
method was required to predict accurately the deflections of the SHS and CHS beams.
The following approximate explicit nonlinear method was based upon the simplified
method described by Johnson & Winter (1966).
The maximum deflection (v) was expressed as,

v

= kv

pp
E I

(18)

Sa

where Esa was the average of the secant moduli (Es" EsJ calculated at the extreme
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fibres in tension and compression at the cross-section of maximum bending moment.
Hence,

E

= Est
So

+ Esc
2

(19)

In eqn. (19), the subscripts t and c refer to tension and compression respectively. The
secant moduli (Es" EsJ could be obtained using eqns (9,10) in conjunction with the
parameters shown in Table 3.
In eqn. (18), the constant kv depended upon the loading and support conditions and
was defined such that the equation (18) reprocYuced the linear-elastic expression for the
deflection when Esa was replaced by Eo. (For instance, the midspan deflection of a
linear-elastic simply supported beam subjected to two point loads acting a quarter of
the length from each end was v = 11/192 PL 3 /(EoI), where P was the total force, and
so for this beam kv = 11/192).
It was assumed that the stress (a e) at the extreme fibres could be determined using,
f7 e

_ k Mmax
Sf

-

(1--

(20)

where Mmax was the maximum moment, Sf the elastic section modulus, and k" a factor
less than or equal to unity.
The factor k" was introduced in eqn. (20) because the combination of determining the
average secant modulus (EsJ at the section of maximum moment and using the stresses
at the extreme fibres, if not modified, would produce much too large deflections, since
it implied determining the deflection as if the beam was linear-elastic having a Young's
modulus equal to the average of the secant moduli of the highest stressed points of the
beam. Suitable values of k" were determined by trial and error using the test results
for calibration. Values of k" = 2/3 and k" = 3/4 were obtained for the SHS and CHS
respectively.
The approximate method proceeded through the steps:
1. Set the force P.
2. Calculate the maximum bending moment (Mmax) and subsequently the stress (a e)
at the extreme fibre using eqn. (20).
3. Calculate the secant moduli (Es" EsJ at the stress a e using eqns (9,10) and the
Ramberg-Osgood parameters shown in Table 3. Subsequently, calculate the average secant modulus (EsJ using eqn. (19).
4. Calculate the maximum deflection (v) using eqn. (18).
The deflections produced by the approximate method are shown using solid lines and
compared with the finite element analysis and the tests in Fig. 9. The figure also
includes the load-deflection curve produced by the linear-elastic theory. It was concluded
from Fig. 9 that the approximate method was in satisfactory agreement with the tests,
and that it provided a simple alternative to a comprehensive nonlinear finite element
analysis.
In Centre for Advanced Structural Engineering (1991), the approximate method was
shown also to be in close agreement with the finite element analysis for three other
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loading conditions. These included single span beams subjected to point loads at the
centre and uniformly distributed loads, and beams continuous over two spans subjected
to a uniformly distributed loading. However, when applying the approximate method to
continuous beams, the value k" = 1/2 should be used for both SHS and CHS. This value
differed from those used for the single span load cases mainly because the section of
maximum moment was not the section of maximum deflection for the continuous beams.
In the analysis of continuous beams, it was assumed that the maximum moment (Mmax),
as used in eqn. (20), at the centre support could be determined using the linear-elastic
theory and that the maximum deflection (v), as used in eqn. (18) occurred at 0.42L
from the ends, where L was the length of each span.
In Fig. 9, the approximate method and the finite element analysis are compared over
a wide loading range involving significant plastic deformation. In practice, however,
serviceability considerations limit the allowable beam deflection. Assuming that the
nominal moment is determined as M O. 2 = Sp 0'0.2, the maximum moment allowed in
service should be limited to Mmax = M O.2 /1.85, where 1.85 is the implicit safety factor
for bending, as specified in Appendix E of the ASCE Specification (ASCE 1990). The
loads causing this maximum moment were calculated using eqn. (1) and the values
of M O•2 shown in Table 2. The 10p,ds are included in Fig. 9 and indicate that for this
length of beam (L=1000 mm) the deflections are close to linear-elastic at service loads.

5

Design rules for stainless steel tubular beams

5.1

General

The design of beams requires consideration be given to,
• the strength of the member, and
• the deflections likely to occur at service loads.
As a result of the low proportionality limit of stainless steel, it should be anticipated
that deflections may restrict the service load more so for stainless steel beams than for
carbon steel beams. In addition, since it is proposed in Section 5.2 that the plastic
bending capacity rather than the first yield bending capacity should be used for design,
then more care needs to be taken in regard to checking deflections at service loads.
In Section 5.2, design rules for SHS and CHS stainless steel beams are proposed and
compared with the test results. The rules are based upon the ASCE Specification for
stainless steel members (ASCE 1990). Section 5.3 concerns deflections of stainless steel
tubular beams.
5.2
5.2.1

Strength
General

The design of beams involves determination of the bending strength, the shear strength,
and the strength for combined bending and shear, as set out in Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2
and 3.3.3 of the ASCE Specification (1990). It is proposed in this paper that the rules
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of Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 of the ASCE Specification should be used for SHS
and CHS stainless steel tubes, except that modifications should be made incorporating the enhancement of material strength produced by the cold-rolling process. The
modifications are described in Sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 following.
5.2.2

Strength for bending only

According to Section 3.3.1 of the ASCE Specification, the nominal bending capacity (Mn) shall be the smaller of the nominal section strength and the nominal lateral
buckling strength.

Section strength
In the ASCE Specification, the nominal section strength is calculated either on
the basis of initiation of yield (Procedure 1) or on the basis of the inelastic reserve
capacity (Procedure 2).
Procedure 1. The nominal bending capacity based on the initiation of yielding is
determined using
(21)
where Se is the elastic section modulus of the effective cross-section and Fy is
the yield stress which is usually the 0.2 % Proof Stress. The equation (21) was
based on tests of cold-rolled thin-walled sections (Wang et a1. 1975) for which the
bending capacity was influenced by local buckling of the compression flange. The
equation may not be appropriate for the SHS and CHS beams reported herein,
since these sections are fully effective according to the ASCE Specification so that
their bending capacity is not affected by local buckling. Furthermore, the sections
have inelastic reserve capacities as evidenced by the tests.
The yield stress (Fy) to be used in eqn. (21) may be determined from Table Al
of the ASCE Specification. Alternatively, using Section 6.3 of the Specification,
the yield strength may be obtained as the minimum of yield strengths determined
in tension and compression by testing. According to the specification, the tension
and compression tests shall be made on specimens cut from the section such that
each specimen consists of one complete flange plus a portion of the webs which is
fully effective in compression.
Procedure 2. The nominal bending capacity based on the inelasic reserve capacity
is calculated as the smaller of 1.25 SeFy and the moment causing a maximum compression strain of Cyey, where ey = Fyi Eo is the yield strain and Cy is the compression strain factor which for stiffened compression elements varies between 1
and 3. For fully effective stiffened compression elements this procedure effectively
allows the plastic section modulus to be used rather than the elastic section modulus. However, a number of conditions need to be met when using the procedure,
notably that the effect of cold-forming may not be included in determining the
yield strength F y •
It is proposed here that the section strength of SHS and CHS shall be determined

1tsmg,
(22)
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where Sp is the plastic section modulus and 0"0.2 is the minimum of the tensile
and compressive 0.2 % Proof Stresses, obtained from testing coupons cut in the
longitudinal direction of the finished SHS and CHS tubes. For the SHS, the 0.2 %
Proof Stress shall be based on tests of the flat part of the cross-section.

Lateral buckling strength
According to the ASCE Specification, the nominal lateral buckling strength shall
be determined as,

(23)
where Me is the critical moment for lateral buckling, and Sf and Se are the elastic
moduli of the full and effective sections respectively. The full and effective section
moduli are equal for the SHS and CHS, since these sections are fully effective.
Several expressions for Me are included in the ASCE Specification for different
types of cross-section, including doubly, singly and point symmetric sections. The
expression for Me for doubly symmetric I-sections is derived by ignoring the uniform torsion term (GJ-term) from the elastic lateral buckling formula, and substituting E t for Eo to account for the nonlinear behaviour of stainless steel. The
GJ-term may be ignored for thin-walled open sections because it is usually an
order of magnitude smaller than the warping term (EIw/L2). In contrast, for
hollow sections the GJ-term is generally an order of magnitude greater than the
EIw/ L2-term.

It is proposed that the lateral buckling strength of SHS and CHS beams be determined using eqn. (23), where the critical moment (Me) shall be calculated from
the lateral buckling formula derived by ignoring the EIw-term and substituting the
tangent modulus (Et) for the initial modulus (Eo). These simplifications produce
the following expression for Me,
M = 1.95 E C E t flj
e
L
0
bEoV~Yv

(24)

where L is the unbraced length, Iy is the second moment of area about the principal
axis in the plane of bending, and C b is a factor accounting for bending moment
distributions other than uniform moment, as described below. Furthermore, it is
proposed that the moduli (Eo, E t ) be determined from coupon tests of the finished
tube. For the SHS, the moduli shall be based on tests of the flat part of the crosssection. Consequently, for the SHS and CHS, the tangent modulus (Et ) can be
determined using eqns (7,8) in conjunction with the parameters shown in Table 3.
In accordance with the ASCE Specification, the factor Cb can conservatively be
taken as unity, or calculated from

(25)
where MI is the smaller and M2 the larger bending moment at the ends of the
unbraced length, and where the ratio Mr/lvI2 is positive when MI and M2 have
the same sign (reverse curvature bending) and negative when they are of negative
sign (single curvature bending). When the bending moment at any point within
an unbraced length is larger than at both ends of this length, C b shall be taken as
unity.
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The tangent modulus (Et ) of eqn. (24) is a function ofthe stress (0"). It is proposed
that the stress (17) shall be calculated at the extreme compressive fibre using,

Me
Sf

17=-

(26)

It should be noticed that it is generally unlikely that hollow sections buckle laterally
because of their high resistance to torsion. Consequently, the lateral buckling
strength is usually greater than the section capacity for SHS and CHS beams,
(even though determining the tangent modulus (Et) at the extreme compressive
fibre when using eqn. (24) leads to conservative lateral buckling strengths). In
addition, the critical moment for lateral buckling (eqn. (24)) does not account for
the fact that SHS and CHS beams will not buckle laterally under uniform moment
as a consequence of the fact that the second moment of area of these sections is
the same about any axis. However, SHS and CHS beams may still buckle laterally
under point loading where the load is eccentric from the shear centre, and care
should be taken in these cases. Modifications to eqn. (24) to account for eccentric
loading can be found in Trahair & Bradford (1988).
5.2.3

Strength for shear only

According to Section 3.3.2 of the ASCE Specification, the nominal shear capacity shall
be calculated as,

Vn = 4.84 Eo t 3 G
Gos / h::; 0.95 / 0.85 Fyv ht

(27)

where t is the web plate thickness, h is the web width and Fyv is the yield stress for shear.
It should be noticed that the formula does not apply to a CHS. For SHS beams, Vn is
the shear capacity of a single web, (h) is the flat width of a web, and (t) is the flat width
thickness of a single web. In using the ASCE Specification, the initial modulus (Eo) is
shown in Tables A4 and A5, the yield stress for shear (Fyv) is shown in Table AI, and
the plasticity reduction factor (Gs/Go) is shown in Table A12 and in Figs A9 and AID.
ft is proposed that the nominal shear capacity of SHS beams be determined using

eqn. (27), and that the initial modulus (Eo), the shear yield stress (Fyv ), and the ratio (Gs/G o) be determined from coupon tests of the fiat part of the finished tube. Consequently, the ratio (Gs/G o) can be determined using eqns (16,17) in conjunction with the
parameters shown in Table 4, and the shear yield stress (Fyv) can be obtained as TO.2, as
shown in Table 4. The initial modulus (Eo = 194 GPa) shall be based on the average
stress-strain curve, as shown in Fig. 8.

The secant modulus (G s ) of eqn. (27) depends on the shear stress (T). It is proposed that
the shear stress be calculated as the average shear stress in each web for SHS beams,

Vn
T

= ht

(28)
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5.2.4

Strength for combined bending and shear

According to Section 3.3.3 of the ASCE Specification, beams with unreinforced webs
shall satisfy the interaction formula,

+ (l)2 < 1
( ~)2
il>bMn
il>v Vn
-

(29)

where M", V" are the bending moment and shear force at the critical section of the beam,
Mn, Vn are the nominal moment and shear capacities, and il>b, il>v are the resistance
factors for bending and shear. The interaction equation (29) is based upon the buckling
strength of thin webs subjected to combined bending and shear, and so may not be
applicable to SHS for which the webs are usually fairly stocky.
It is proposed here that it is not required to consider combined bending and shear for SHS
and eHS, provided the nominal moment and shear capacities are determined according
to the formulae proposed in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 of this paper.

This proposal is based on the fact that the nominal moments (Mn) ofthe SHS and CHS
determined using eqns (22,23) are significantly lower than the experimental ultimate
moments, as shown in Section 5.2.5, and the SHS has fairly stocky webs as stated
above. It is considered that the section capacity reserve above the nominal moment is
sufficient to allow for possible shear forces in addition to the bending moment.
5.2.5

Comparison of proposed design strength with test

Table 5 shows the section capacity and lateral buckling strength of the SHS and CHS
beams, calculated using eqns (22,23,24), the section properties shown in Table 1, and
the material properties defined by the parameters given in Table 3. The table also shows
the design moment (Mn) taken as the minimum of the section capacity and the lateral
buckling strength.

SHS
CHS

Section
capacity
(kNm)
10.8
11.3

Lateral
buckling strength
(kNm)
19.5
13.8

Mn

'"'-"Mn

(kNm)
10.8
11.3

1.43
1.15

Table 5: Comparison of design and test strengths.

The ratio (M,,/Mn) between the ultimate moment obtained in the test and the design
moment is calculated in Table 5 as 1.43 and 1.15 for the SHS and CHS beams respectively. Consequently, the design formulae proposed in Section 5.2.2 for the bending
strength of SHS and CHS are conservative.
In particular, the design formulae are conservative for the SHS. However, in the tests,
the ultimate moments were reached at very large deflections (v=30 mm and v=26 mm
for the SRS and eRS respectively), and it is expected that for most practical lengths
of beam, the full bending capacity of SHS and CHS cannot be utilised because upper
limits of deflection will restrict the serviceability load.
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5.3

Serviceability

It is suggested that the approximate method described. in Section 4.3 of this paper be
adopted for determining deflections of SHS and CHS beams. In using the method, the
material properties shall be based on those of the finished tube. The method is suitable
for design and is a simple, yet accurate alternative to a comprehensive finite element
analysis.

6

Conclusions

A test programme on stainless steel SHS and CHS beams has been described. The
programme included tension and compression tests of coupons cut in the longitudinal
and transverse directions of the SHS and CHS. The coupon tests were performed to
determine the material properties of the finished tube, including the enhancement of
strength produced by the cold-forming process.
It is recommended that SHS and CHS beams should be designed according to the
Clauses 3.3.1 to 3.3.3 of the specification, 'Design of Cold-formed Stainless Steel Structural Members' (ASCE 1990), except that

• the bending section capacity should be determined using eqn. (22), which is based
upon the plastic section modulus, and the yield stress (Fy) should be determined
as the 0.2 % Proof Stress of coupons taken from the finished tube,
• the lateral buckling moment (Me) should be determined using eqn. (24) and moduli (Eo, E t ) pertaining to coupons taken from the finished tube,
• the nominal shear capacity should be based upon the material properties of
coupons taken from the finished tube, and
• the interaction of bending and shear should be ignored, provided the moment and
shear capacities are determined according to the rules proposed in Sections 5.2.2
and 5.2.3 of this paper.
A comprehensive finite element analysis and an approximate method were described
for determining deflections of SHS and CHS beams, and shown to agree with the test
results of beams under two point loading. It is suggested that the approximate method
should be adopted for determining deflections of SHS and CHS beams. The approximate
method uses the average of the secant moduli in tension and compression, calculated at
a stress (u e ) given by eqn. (20).

7
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Appendix II: Notation

A
B
Cb
do
Es
ESt) Esc
Esa

Et
Eo
Fy
Fyv
G

Gs
Go
h
Iy

Iw
J
kv
kEt) kE" kG,

ku
L
M

Me
Mmax

Mu
Mn
M02
Ml,M2
n
p

a,j3
I

e;

Cross-section area
Total width of SHS
Function of end moments, see eqn. (25)
Outer diameter of CHS
Secant modulus, (u / e;)
Secant modulus at extreme tension/compression fibre
A verage of ESt) Esc
Tangent modulus, (du / de;)
Initial Young's Modulus
Yield stress
Yield stress for shear
Shear modulus
Secant shear modulus, G s = T/,y
Initial shear modulus
Depth of web of SHS
Second moment of area
Warping constant
Torsion constant
Constant used to express maximum deflection (v)
Functions used to express E t , Es and G., see eqns (8,10,17)
Constant used to express the stress (u e) at the extreme fibre
Length of test specimen
Bending moment
Critical moment for lateral buckling
Maximum bending moment
Bending moment at ultimate load in test
Nominal bending strength
Plastic moment using UO.2 as yield stress
Moments at ends of unbraced length
Exponent in Ramberg-Osgood formula
Total force applied to test specimen
Corner radius of SHS
Elastic modulus of effective section
Elastic modulus of full section
Plastic section modulus
Plate thickness
Maximum deflection in span
Measured deflections
Nominal shear capacity of a single web
Function of measured displacements, see eqn. (3)
Affinity factors, a = 0.577 and j3
Shear strain
Longitudinal strain
Ultimate tensile strain
Curvature

= 1.5
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"0.2
(J"

Curvature produced by M O•2 ) see eqn. (5)
Longitudinal stress
Stress at extreme fibre
Ultimate tensile stress
0.2 % Proof Stress for tension or compression
Shear stress
0.2 % Proof Stress for shear

:J.

